Are more complicated tumour control probability models better?
Mathematical models for the tumour control probability (TCP) are used to estimate the expected success of radiation treatment protocols of cancer. There are several TCP models in the literature, from the simplest (Poissonian TCP) to the well-advanced stochastic birth-death processes. Simple and complex models often make the same predictions. Hence, here, we present a systematic study where we compare six of these TCP models: the Poisson TCP, the Zaider-Minerbo TCP, a Monte Carlo TCP and their corresponding cell cycle (two-compartment) models. Several clinical non-uniform treatment protocols for prostate cancer are employed to evaluate these models. These include fractionated external beam radiotherapies, and high and low dose rate brachytherapies. We find that in realistic treatment scenarios, all one-compartment models and all two-compartment models give basically the same results. A difference occurs between one-compartment and two-compartment models due to reduced radiosensitivity of quiescent cells.We find that care must be taken for the right choice of parameters, such as the radiosensitivities α and β and the hazard function h. Typically, different hazard functions are used for fractionated treatment (fractionated survival fraction) and for brachytherapies (Lea-Catcheside protraction factor). We were able to combine these two approaches into one 'effective' hazard function. Based on our results, we can recommend the use of the Poissonian TCP for everyday treatment planning. More complicated models should only be used when absolutely necessary.